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You’re now entering your third year in the league.
What is it that keeps you coming back every season?
Week by week we are growing as a club, we are also developing the juniors
to play and understand the game of basketball. The YBL is well organised
and fits perfectly for teams than are not ready for NL or don’t want the
travelling.

You’ve had some impressive wins so far this season from the younger
age groups.
Do you think they could push through and make it through to the
Championships?
Who knows ? The season is a marathon, not a sprint. It looks like we are
going to be quite strong at both 13s and 15s. The main thing for me is
there are really good signs that we are developing. Developing players
rather than winning has to be more important.

If you could think of one thing that the YBL could do to make
improvements what would it be?
The league size this year is to small [for the one age group]! We are going
4-5 weeks and not having a game. The children need to be playing more.

Your social media is one of the best from any club in the YBL.
How do you keep on top of it and how do you keep it fresh and current?
Toby looks after the website and does a really good job. He keeps all the
information up-to date which is good. We find Facebook works really well
for the club for advertising games and bringing new members in. We pay
for advertising on there which works well.

The key for having good ‘social media’ is keeping it fresh, up-to date and
get it out to as many people as possible.

Have you got any plans to expand the club with more teams over the
next few years?
[In the] first year we had 3 teams, last year we had 6. This year we have 9.
We are looking to run a Basketball Academy starting in September 2020
at Stourport High School for 6th form students. We hope to add a men’s
development team to the YBL and hopefully [have] another team to NL.

What does the YBL offer that you can’t find in any other league?
Close proximity of games and a really well run league that are contactable
and helpful.
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TopScorer |F.Woodward |27pts (2Games)
TopFree-Throw|W.Tallon |42.85% 3of7 (2)

TopScorer |H.Russell |103pts (4)
TopFree-Throw|H.Russell |60.71% 17of28(4)

TopScorer |G.Brown|17pts (2)
TopFree-Throw|W.Tallon |50%2of4 (2)
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